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The trouble with triples...

Kozai?
Thompson (2011)

Katz & Dong (2012)
Kushnir et al. (2013)
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The trouble with triples...

?
Scattering?

Asymmetric mass loss?



Questions
● Can the rate of new triple formation from scattering match the 

SN Ia rate?

● How do flybys change the orbital parameters of triples?

● What is the distribution of orbital parameters of dynamically 
formed triples?

● How do the cross sections depend on the incoming velocity?

Outline



Scattering with Fewbody
(Fregeau et al. 2004)

● Perform ~300 million N-body calculations
(Antognini & Thompson, in prep.)

● KS regularization
(Kustaanheimo & Steifel 1965)

● Energy conservation tolerance of 10-3

(Portegies Zwart & Boekholt 2014; Boekholt & Portegies Zwart 2014)

● Check for convergence in max impact parameter



Binary-single scattering
(Hut & Bahcall 1983)

(Hut 1983)

(Hut 1983)

(Heggie & Sweatman 1991)



Four-body scattering
Binary-binary Triple-single



Population model
● Draw semi-major axes from uniform distribution in log a

● Draw eccentricities from uniform distribution

● Draw primary mass from Kroupa IMF

● Draw secondary and tertiary masses from uniform distribution

● Draw incoming velocity from Mawellian distribution

● Check for stability



New triples are ~uniform in cos i



New triples are compact Naoz et al. (2013)



Kozai-Lidov timescales are short

e.g., Holman et al. (1997)
Innanen et al. (1997)



Kozai-Lidov timescales are short

Antognini (2015)



‘Flyby’ cross sections are ~unity



Change in cos i from ‘flybys’



Rate estimate

pretty well 
known now?????



Assumptions about N  in the field

● 1010 white dwarfs in the Galaxy 
(Napiwotzki 2009)

● 10% of WDs are in WD-WD binaries
(Holberg 2009)

● 20% of WD-WD binaries have tertiaries

⇒ 2 x 108 WD-WD binaries with tertiaries



Rate estimate in the field

Hopeless.

Ellipticals??

Even more 
hopeless.



● 105 open clusters in the Galaxy
(Piskunov et al. 2006)

● The typical system is in an open cluster 
with 300 members
(Porras et al. 2003)

⇒ 3 x 106 triples in open clusters

Assumptions about N  in open clusters



Rate estimate for open clusters

Within a 
factor of ~20 Too low? Too high?



Where to go from here?

● Scattering in the field certainly doesn’t work

● Open clusters are intriguing
○ Assumptions about dynamical isolation may not be 

valid in a cluster environment

● Multiple moderate scattering events?

● And there’s always asymmetric mass loss...



Conclusions
● Triple scattering cross sections are similar to binary-single cross 

sections
○ Outcomes can be grouped into “ionization-like” and “exchange-like”, 

though velocity dependences differ
○ It is very difficult to form triples through high-v binary-binary scattering 

and quadruples through triple-binary scattering
● The cross section for large change in inclination via a ‘flyby’ is 

comparable to the cross section for new triple formation
● Dynamically formed triples are extremely compact

○ Very short Kozai-Lidov timescales (< 104 yr typically!)
● The new triple formation rate in the field is far below the SN Ia rate
● In open clusters the rate can come close to (though not match) the SN 

Ia rate in a naïve analysis, but the answer may change in a more careful 
analysis


